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A b s t r a c t  The complexity and usefulness of large information systems are deter- 
mined partly by their functionality, i.e., what they do, and partly by global constraints 
on their accuracy, security, cost, user-friendliness, performance, and the like. Even with 
the growing interest in developing higher-level models and design paradigms, current 
technology is inadequate both representationally, for expressing such global constraints 
as formal non-functional requirements and methodologically for utilizing them in gener- 
ating designs. We propose both a representational and methodological framework for 
non-functionM requirements, focusing on accuracy requirements. With the premise that 
accuracy is an inherent semantic attribute of information, we take a first step towards 
establishing a representational basis for accuracy. To guide the design process and justify 
design decisions, we propose a goal-oriented methodology. In the methodology, accuracy 
requirements axe treated as (potentiMly conflicting) goals, for which two types of meth- 
ods are presented: one for decomposing the goals in terms of affected design components, 
and the other for contributing, either positively or negatively, to goal satisfaction. Non- 
functional requirements are further investigated for their cooperation and conflicts, which 
enables the assessment of the quality of overall design. A detailed illustration demon- 
strates how the framework aids a designer's decision-making process by recommending 
the types of consultation needed with users in the intended application domain. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Large information systems such as those for student enrolment, credit validation, or re- 
seaxch administration deal with a large schema involving hundreds of entity types, con- 
straints, and a large volume of transactions. In the context of the present paper, the 
design of such systems involves the description of the conceptual structure of entities 
and processes in terms of the building blocks offered by a data model at the conceptual 
level (for instance, entity-relationship models [Chen81], or semantic data m o d e l s -  see 
[Peckham88] and [Albano89] for overviews). While each design needs to be implemented 
by translation to the logical level such as relational data model [Borgida89, 90], we focus 
attention on those layers concerned with requirements specifications and design. Require- 
ments specifications describe our conceptualization of what has to hold in the intended 
application domain regarding not only the information system but its environment and 



their interactions. While functional requirements state the functionality of the compo- 
nents of the intended application domain, non-functional requirements (hereafter, NFRs) 
such as accuracy, security, user-friendliness, cost, performance, and the like state global 
constraints on how the functionality is exhibited. The complexity and usefulness of large 
information systems, then, are determined partly by their functionality and partly by 
global constraints that are initially abstracted in their requirements specification. 

Traditionally, little attention has been paid to NFRs [Roman85]. Even for those 
NFP~ such as security for which a large body of significant results has been attained, the 
level of the attention has been at design and implementation, with the focus primarily 
on systems software. Even with the growing interest in developing higher-level models 
and design .paradigms, current technology is still inadequate both representationally for 
expressing global constraints as formal NFRs and methodologically for utilizing them in 
generating designs from functional requirements, due to: 

• Lack of representational basis: Virtually no work seems to be available for formally 
representing NFRz. Presently NFRs are invariably stated informally dunng requlre- 
meats analysis, and are often contradictory1; 

• Lack of methodology for utilization: In current practice, programs are designed 
to meet NFRs in ad hoc ways, while functional requirements are independently 
mapped into designs. The symptoms of such practice seem to include: (i) the 
arbitrary invention and application of procedures is non-trivial and often results 
in inconsistent designs; (ii) the presence of a contradiction is hard to detect, and 
even when detected, no guidelines are available for resolving the conflict; and (iii) 
justifying the overall design is extremely hard as different parts of a design cannot 
easily be related to one another. 

We propose both a representational and methodological framework for non-functional 
requirements, focusing on accuracy requirements. With the premise that accuracy is an 
inherent semantic attribute of information, we take a first step towards establishing a rep- 
resentational basis for accuracy. To guide the process of mapping functional requirements 
into designs and justify design decisions, we propose a goal-oriented methodology, which is 
to be implemented in a mapping assistant. In the methodology, accuracy requirements are 
treated as (potentially conflicting) goals, for which two types of methods are presented: 
goal decomposition methods for decomposing the goals in terms of affected design com- 
ponents, and goal satisficing methods for contributing (either positively or negatively) to 
goal satisfaction. Some NFRs are further investigated for their cooperation and conflicts. 
The investigation results in rules for method composition in order to assess the quality 
of overall design. By recommending the types of consultation needed with users in the 
intended application domain, the framework aids the designers in making decisions and 
later justifying them. Once a goal is fully decomposed (recursively) into layers of subgoals, 
they are mapped into a target design, via a dependency-based methodology that provides 
local guidance for mapping individual elements of functional requirements. The design 
environment, based on the dependency-based methodology, and its implementation, are 

1The rule of thumb seems to be that initially the user expects the intended software system to do 
everything perfectly and cost nothing; it is the job of the systems analyst to not only formulate realistic 
functional and non-functional requirements but also educate the user. 



detailed in [Vassiliou90], while the overall framework, its motivation, and an extensive 
example of a requirements specification and its design are given in [Chung91a]. In the 
present paper, we focus on NFRs - -  their representation and utilization - -  a~nd their 
achievement by (composition of) methods which can cooperate or conflict, and present a 
detailed illustration of our goal-oriented methodology. 

Goal-oriented approach has been used in two areas other than designing information 
systems. In the area of machine translation, [DiMarco90] takes a goal-oriented approach 
to automatically evaluating the translation of one natural language (e.g., English) into 
another (e.g., French). The evaluation criteria are stylistics such as clarity and dynamicity, 
which are treated as goals. According to the (stylistic) grammar associated with each 
goal, each target sentence is categorized into one of three types, each reflecting the bias 
(or orientation) of the sentence (e.g., A sentence is dynamic, neutral, or static). In the 
area of computer architecture design, [Ag/iero87] treats each requirement, a combination 
of functional and non-functional requirements (e.g., "maximal concurrency"), as a goal to 
satisfy. The plausibility or satisfiability of the decomposed subgoals (or goal if terminal 
node) categorizes each goal into one of four types: validated, assumed, unknown, and 
refuted. A goal is validated if there is a significant evidence for and no evidence against 
its satisfiability, assumed if there is no evidence against its satisfiability (A validated goal is 
automatically an assumed goal), refuted if there is some evidence against its satisfiability, 
and unknown when initially introduced. Then, the decomposition of a goal into subgoals, 
devised by human designers when needed, is guided in the sense that a goal satisfaction 
of one type can be achieved in terms of its subgoals of the same type. The presence 
or absence of (counter-) evidence should be determined by human designers through 
simulation, experimentation, literature search, etc. An arbitrary decomposition is also 
allowed when certain justification is present. 

Section 2 briefly describes an example used throughout the paper and the languages 
for requirements specification and design. Sections 3 and 4 respectively propose a repre- 
sentational basis and goal-oriented utilization methodology for accuracy. After Section 5 
investigates cooperation and conflicts among some NFRs, Section 6 illustrates our frame- 
work in detail in terms of examples, which are also used in Section 7 in assessing thequality 
of overall design through the rules of method composition. At the end, we summarize our 
contributions, limitations, and future directions. 

2 An Example  and Languages 

In order to illustrate the concepts in our framework, we informally describe an example, 
and review the languages adopted for requirements specification, Telos [Mylopoulos90] 2, 
and design, the Taxis Design Language ( TDL) [Sorgida90]. 

The requirements specification of a hypothetical research expense management sys- 
tem consists of functional requirements - -  for the environment, members of the projects 
should participate in various meetings held in various countries and submit their expense 
summaries; for the embedded system, monthly expense reports should be generated for 
each member, meeting, and project; and for the interaction, expense summaries in the 

2T@los evolved from I~ML, a requirements modelling language based on knowledge representation ideas 
[Greenspan84]. 



environment should be submitted via electronic mail and received by some system activity 
- -  and non-functional requirements - -  monthly expense reports must be accurate, cost 
of secretaries should be minimM, etc. 

We present the minimum set of language features required to understand the rest 
of this paper; for full power and detail, consult the references cited above. However, it 
is important to stress that the framework presented depends primarily on the ontologi- 
cal and structural features which determine the source and target levels of the mapping, 
rather than the particular languages chosen. Telos is a knowledge representation lan- 
guage strongly tied to "world modelling", for which the language offers the notions of 
entities, relationships, time, activities, etc. The language also offers associated inference 
mechanisms so that questions can be answered and propertied proven about a given re- 
quirements specification within a formal setting. Telos support structuring mechanisms 
such as aggregation (a t t r ) ,  generalization (±sA) and classification (instanceOf, or in) to 
facilitate the task of building (usually large) requirements specifications. A Telos knowl- 
edge base consists of propositions, each a 4-tuple <source, label, target, time>, which 
are atomic "units used to represent an entity or an elementary binary relationship in the 
application domain. For example, the fact "John's age was 17 during 1990" might be rep- 
resented by the proposition <John, age, 17, 1990>. Time intervals can be related to each 
other in a knowledge base through temporal relations such as before, during, and overlaps 
[Allen83]. The declaration below is a portion of prescribing the component of the system 
under development (not the environment or the interaction), namely a class for monthly 
project expense reports which is a subclass of (i.e., specializes) a more generalized class 
for monthly expense reports: 

IndividualClass aMonProjExpRpt in SystemClass, EntityClass isA ~MonExpRpt with 
necessary, single {* attributes below should be non-null and singular *} 

mon: Month 
proj: Project 
exp: Money 
budg: Budget 
budgetLeft: Money 

end aMonProjExp~pt 

{* t h e  month expense reports are produced *} 
{* for a particular project *} 
{* the total amount of expense *} 
{* the budget of the project *} 
{* the amount of budget left for the project *} 

More detailed specification of the example can be found in [Chung89]. 
TaxisDL supports the development of a conceptual information system design by struc- 

turing the data and transactions which constitute the system according to their intended 
meaning rather than their implementation. TDL offers a uniform semantic data model 
for describing data, functions (for side-effect free computation of data), transactions (for 
defining atomic database operations), and scripts (for modelling long-term processes). 
TDL also offers the notions of entities and relationships organized along structuring mech- 
anisms like aggregation, generalization, and classification. 

3 Representa t ion  of  Accuracy R e q u i r e m e n t s  3 

InformM accuracy requirements are often ambiguous and inconsistent. For a formal spec- 
ification, we may start with this initial definition: "accuracy as a requirement for an 

3This section is adapted from [Chung91a]. 



information system reflects the faithfulness of the information maintained by the system 
with respect to the application domain". Unfortunately, this definition is not quite formal: 
what do "reflects" and "faithfulness" mean, and what is "information"? Below we clarify 
our definitions; in particular, our definition of "information" will allow the expression 
of varying granularities of accuracy requirements for information. Based on the premise 
that  accuracy of a piece of information depends entirely on the way that  information is 
manipulated within the system as well as its environment, a formal model for accuracy is 
developed [Chung91b]. Due to space limitations, however, the focus of this paper is how 
to express accuracy requirements. 

What  does it mean for information to be accurate? Firstly, we assume that accuracy 
is an inherent (semantic) attribute of information chunks (hereafter, information items), 
in the same sense that weight, density or volume are fundamental (physical) attributes 
of material chunks. If x is an information item (e.g., "Brian is a research scientist" or 
"Bill is John's manager"), A[x] specifies the degree of confidence in x, i.e., confidence in 
the proposition that  x faithfully describes (the denotational aspect of) the application 
domain. Even though this might be possible for narrow domains, .A will not be treated 
here as a probabilistic, fuzzy or even quantitative measure. Instead, we at tempt to develop 
a qualitative model which leads to both decomposition rules for accuracy goals and design 
methods that  enhance accuracy goals. 

In the context of our mapping framework, information items maintained by the system 
to be built have a definite structure which can be used to clarify the nature of the accuracy 
measure: 

• .A [instance0:~ (e, C, t)], measures the confidence that  the (application domain) 
entity represented by token e has the property represented by class C during time 
interval (represented by) t ;  

• A [ a t t r  (e, v, t)] measures the confidence that the enti ty represented by e has 
attribute a t t r  with value (the entity represented by) v during time interval t ;  

• .A [e] measures the confidence in the assertion that there exists one and only one 
entity represented by e and there is no other e '  which represents the same entity. 

These definitions allow the formalization of accuracy for particular individual entities, 
their attributes, and properties. 

A then is a function, A : I ~ D, where 

I = E U At U In such that E, At, and In respectively denote the set of token entities, token 
attributes, and instance relationships between tokens and entity classes represented 
in the information system, and 

D is an partially ordered set with minimum element ~ and maximum element a, rep- 
resenting respectively total lack of, and complete confidence, in the accuracy of an 
information item. The symbol " >_~" represents a partial order relation among the 
elements. 

A single predicate is next introduced to simplify the representation of accuracy re- 
quirements. Let X C I: 

Aecura*ed[X] doj A Ix] >o d 
xEX 
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for some threshold value d, which will generally be ignored in the rest of the discussion. 
Accurate is the basic predicate used to express accuracy requirements, such as "Insurance 
policies with a liability of more than $10 000 000 must be accurate" (referring to all 
attributes and properties of policies): 

Accurate[ix, at t r (x ,  v, t) ,  instance0f(x,  C, t ' )  for all a t t r ,  v, C, t ,  t '  I x such 
that instance0f(x,  Po l ic ies ,  q), l i a b i l i t y ( x ,  y, q ') ,  for some time interval q 
and q ' ,  and y > $10 000 000}] 

To simplify the notation, we introduce set-theoretic functions, extension, attributes 
and properties: 

extension(C,t) = {ins~;anceDf(x,C,t') I t '  during 1~} 

attributes(e,t) = {a t t r ( e ,v , t ' )  I 1;' during t} 

properties(e,t) = {instance0f(e,C,~;') I t '  during ~c} 

Another function can be obtained by using a set valued function, ^. For instance, c n a t t r  
yields the class which is the value of the definition for the at tr ibute a t t r  of the class C. 
Then, 

extension(CAattr, t) = {attr(e, v, it) I instanceOf(e, C, t") and t' during t and t" during t) 

which enables us to introduce other useful notations such as: 

extension(C^attributes, t)  = {attributes(e, ~) l instance0f(e,  C, t ') and t '  during t} 
With these functions, the insurance policies example can be expressed as 

Accurate[ ix, properties (e, ~), attributes(e, t)  I x E eztension (Pol ic ies ,  AllTime) 
and l i a b i l i t y ( x ,  y, t ' )  for some t '  and y > $10 000 000 and t '  during t}] 

We can apply the Accurate predicate to compose more complex concepts: 

Accurate[el = Accurate[eztension(C, AllTime)] 

Accurate[ CAat tr] = Aecurate[ ectension( CAa t t r  , AllTime)] 
Accurate[ C^ attributes] = Accurate[ extension( CA attributes, AllTimo)] 

Accurate[S] = Aecurate[ eztension( S, AllTime)] 

Accurate[properties (e, t)] = Accurate[{in.~tanceOf(e, C, t ' ) l  t '  during t}] 

More sophisticated notions of accuracy can be introduced by making additional as- 
sumptions about the accuracy measure, e.g., that  .A is a fuzzy function, or by introducing 
several accuracy predicates, such as AbsolutelyAccurate, HighlyAccurate, MarginallyAccu- 
rate, etc., which use different threshold intervals within/9. 

Note that accuracy is treated extensionally rather than intensionally here. In other 
words, an accuracy requirement for, say, most-prestigious- insurance policies is inter- 
preted as a requirement on the particular policies maintained by the information system, 
not the description of the concept of r a o s t P r e s t i g i o u s P o l i c i e s  included in the system 
specification 4. 

4An intensional treatment of accuracy would attempt to measure the accuracy of generic information 
items such as ~HonProjExpl~p% which may be accurate or inaccurate depending on its declared (generic) 
attributes, constraints, etc. This notion of accuracy seems appropriate when one attempts to measure 
the faithfulness of the world model (or its validation) --  that is part of a functional requirement - -  to 
the application domain. 
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4 Goal-Oriented M e t h o d o l o g y  

In essence, non-functional requirements are treated as (potentially contradictory) goals 
that guide the refinements in the mapping process and justify particular design decisions. 
To link design decisions to global goals, we need methods for goal decomposition and oth- 
ers for "achieving" goals through particular design decisions. Actually, a particular design 
decision rarely "achieves" a non-functional requirement. More often than not, design de- 
cisions contribute positively or negatively towards a particular non-functionai requirement 
and for the rest of the discussion we will speak of goat satisficiug. The term "satisficing" 
was introduced by Herbert Simon [Simon69] to refer to sub-optimal solutions to well de- 
fined but computationally intractable problems, such as the travelling salesman problem. 
Etzioni [Etzioni89] also uses this term for a clearly formulatable problem and its heuristic 
solution. We use the term here in a broader sense since there is no formal definition of 
when a software system satisfies a set of non-functional requirements, nor an obvious mea- 
sure of solution optimality. The intention is to suggest that generated software is expected 
to fulfill within acceptable limits, rather than absolutely, non-functional requirements, s 
The job of the mapping assistant is then (i) to "know" the general relationship, positive or 
negative, between goals and design decisions, (ii) to know decomposition and satisficing 
methods for different types of goals, (iii) to keep track of the goal expansion from the 
initial goals to recursive decompositions into subgoals, and (iv) to maintain a record of 
how goais/subgoals are affected by individual design decisions. 

Treating an accuracy requirement as a goal to be satisficed leads to a class of systematic 
refinements whose structure forms a goal tree. Each node in the tree represents a goal, 
with the root node representing the initial accuracy goal. Moreover, each node/goal has 
an associated set of successor nodes/subgoals which either conjunctively or disjunctively 
satisfice the goal associated with the parent node. Thus goal trees are AND (OR) trees 
[NilssonT1] with goal satisfaction replaced by the more flexible notion of goal satisficing. 
Within such a framework, goal refinement, corresponds to the conjunctive or disjunctive 
decomposition of a goal into a set of successor goals. One way to obtain a refinement is 
by instantiating a goal decomposition method, leading to a conjunctive decomposition; 
on occasion, several competing methods may be available for a goal, where each method 
can either decompose or satisfice the goal. Such situations will l e ~  into disjunctive goals. 

Functional requirements typically have localized effects on target designs. In contrast, 
non-functional requirements have a global nature: s&tisficing one affects a multitude of 
design components. In addition, satisficing a goal may also be affected by designer deci- 
sions. Without guidelines, ad hoc actions taken to satisfice a given goM may result in an 
incorrect design. Then, the role of goal decomposition methods (hereafter GDMs) is to 
capture (ideally) all and only those affected components in the functional requirements. 
Additionally, GDMs offer elaboration guidelines to designers. Below we list some GDMs: 

• subclass method: In order to prove Accurate[C^attributes] (i.e., Accurate[C^attr]), 
where C is a class with specializations Cl, C2, ..., Cn such that extension[C, t] = 
U ~i=I extension[Ci, t], prove Ai~1 Accurate[Ci ̂ attributes] (i.e., Accurate[C~attr]). 

• derivedInfo method: In order to prove Accurate[x], where x is derived from yl, y~, ..-, y~ 

5Similarly, due to ill-defined nature of exception handling procedures in office systems, Strong 
[Strong89] seeks a satisfactory exception handling procedure instead of an optimal one. 
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through a function, f ,  prove A '~i=1 Accurate[yi] A CorrectDerivFT~.[f, x] where C'or- 
rectDerivFn means a correct design for f. 

• subset method: In order to prove Accurate[S], where S is a set with subsets $1, S2, 
..., S~ such that S = U~=I s~, prove Ai~=l Accurate[S~]. 

• superset method: In order to prove Accurate[S'], where S ~ C S, prove a stronger 
proposition, Accurate[S]. 

• attributeSelectioTz method: For Accurate [e.al.a~ . . . .  a,~], n E Integer, prove Accu- 
rate [e.al.a~ . . . .  ai] for all 1 < i < n. 

• propertyTransition method: For Accurate[properties(e, t ) ] ,  prove accurateCreation 
(e) h aecurateTransfer (e) h accurateRemoval (e).  

Goal satisficing methods (hereafter GSMs) are methods that affect the level of our 
confidence in the accuracy of information items. Where do such GSMs come from? We 
seek methods, which (ideally) have empirically been proven effective, by observing and 
clarifying industry practices (e.g., [Martin73] offers a glossary of methods) and then ex- 
ploring new methods by examining their combinations. Depending on the direction of 
shift of confidence they induce, GSMs are categorized into positive or negative (antagonis- 
tic) GSMs. Positive GSMs (hereafter +GSMs) either detect the inaccuracy and prevent it 
from permea;ting the system (like a filter) or upgrade the components involved in informa- 
tion transmissions (like a purifier before the filter). Negative GSMs (hereafter -GSMs), on 
the other hand, adversely affect +GSMs with the tendency to oppose +GSMs, although 
they do not make complete blockage. Firstly, we present some +GSMs: 

• confirmation: the informant double-checks the information item previously submit- 
ted. 

• verification: the verifier makes dual entry of the information item resident in some 
recording medium into the system (e.g., IBM key-entry operation). For a verification 
to be applicable, the verifier should be available and reliable (Available&Reliable), 
and the system should enquire (enquire) and receive (receive) the information item 
(5.) from the verifier, say v: 

verification[i] ~ Available&Reliable[v] h enquire(v, 5.) h receive(v,i) 

Although not shown here, similar requirements apply to other methods; 

• authorization: the authorizer grants the receiver of certain information items to 
transmit it to the system (e.g., certain bank authorization processes); 

• certification: the certifier, regarded as more reliable than the sender, assumes cer- 
tain responsibilities for the future. Certain justifications are associated with the 
information item, which may be continually reviewed by the certifier (e.g., a letter 
of credit issued by a bank). 

• validation: the validator, performs comprehensive checking with the application 
domain to ensure that the information item meets certain predetermined standards 
(e.g., direct contact with the information source, experimentation, consultation with 
experts, inspecting transmissions to unveil the presence of some faulty substance); 
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• support-attachment: To promote or defend the information item, certain evidential 
information is accepted either directly by the system or indirectly through some 
external agent (e.g., ascertaining a student's address at the registration office by 
comparison with the student 's driver licence, or identification process with a credit 
card and driver's license for accepting personal cheque); 

• consistency-checking6: To prevent frequently-occurring errors, the system enforces 
certain integrity constraints (e.g., check-sums incorporated into ISBNs); For 
consistency-checking to be effective for an information item (i) ,  its formulae and 
parameters should respectively be correct (CorrectFunction) and accurate (Accu- 
rateParameters): 

consistency-checking(i) +-- CorrectFunction[f , i] A AccurateParameters[i] 

• cross-examination: a list of referential information items such as past history or 
statistics is displayed for assisting an external examiner to investigate the excep- 
tionMity of the information item; 

• auditing: An accuracy auditor goes through suspicious information itemsT; 

• exception handling: A mutual cooperation of the system and external agents traces 
the sources of inaccuracies and recovers from inaccuracies, while taking preventive 
measures against any further propagation or recurrence of similar inaccuracies; and 

• better information flow: Either during the design process or at run time, enhance- 
ment is made for more reliable information transmissions in terms of senders, re- 
ceivers, communication channels, etc. 

In economic theory, an action is said to have an opportunity cost if the utilization 
of a resource such as time or money for the action prevents performing another action 
[Samuelson76]. The concept of opportuni ty cost applies to some +GSMs: the use of one 
+GSM may prohibit that of other +GSMs (i.e., mutually opportunistic GSMs). For in- 
stance, if the project consultant certifies expenses, he or she may not be able to verify 
meeting participants due to his limited availability - -  either the consultant 's total amount  
of time available is not sufficient for both or the two GSMs need to be employed concur- 
rently. Current example illustrates that conflicts may be introduced even among +GSMs 
of the same type of NFRs when different types of NFRs come into consideration (cost 
consideration in the example). 

Next, we present a couple of -GSMs: 

,, frequent-modification: Frequent updates, insertions and deletions induce inaccuracy 
of information items. 

• waived-justification: Modification requests are allowed without any needed justifi- 
cation. 

More examples and detailed explanation follow in the next section. 

6Melli, in private communication 1990, reports that employing an user-interface that does a variety 
of validating and constraints checking alone reduced error listing for a particular application from forty 
five pages to three quarters of a page. 

7[Svanks81] reports that internal auditing techniques enabled the discovery of several welfare 
"claimants" who were in fact deceased. 
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5 Correlating Non-Functional Requirements 

How do negative GSMs for one type of NFR (say, accuracy) become positive for another 
type of NFR (say, security), and vice versa? In this section, we show how one can adopt 
the approach taken for accuracy to dealing with other NFRs including security, cost, and 
user-friendliness. After considering them individually, we discuss how NFt~ axe related 
to each other. 

Secur i ty  By security, we mean the protection of information items: disallowing unau- 
thorized access, while allowing authorized access. Traditional security concern on databases 
was centered around primarily computer systems - -  only those persons in direct contact 
with the information system, primitive low-level database operations, and data within 
the information system. For efficient and effective implementation of security policies, 
data structures (such as partial orders) and algorithms were introduced to better orga- 
nize the accessors in relation to their permitted database operations and data [Denning79] 
[Thomson88]. With the emergence of object-oriented paradigms, richer models and their 
enforcement techniques [Rabitti88] [Lunt89] have started to appear. The type of persons, 
operations, and data is no longer homogeneous but finer-grained in terms of such ab- 
straction mechanisms as classification, generalization, and aggregation that capture more 
semantics of the application domain. Message passing is prominent, thus diversifying the 
primitive database operations. 

Our treatment of security is based on the premise that secure information items de- 
mand not only the internal security (protecting the information item maintained by the 
information system) but also the external security (protecting physical resources such 
as recording devices and communication channels related to the information items in 
concern). The current practice of separately dealing with internal and external security 
measures makes it hard to relate internal and external security actions, and is less effec- 
tive. In other words, security requirements should no longer be specified only in terms of 
computer systems and those agents directly in communication with the system. 

Adopting concepts from [I-Iartson76], we characterize the protection required for an 
information item in terms of an authorizer, information item, agents, and a condition, s An 
authorizer, an agent, specifies what agents are allowed to access what information items 
under what condition. Depending on the nature of conditions, an information access may 
be alwaysDisallowed (the condition is always false and the access is always prohibited), 
conditionallyAtlowed (the access is permitted if the condition predicate evaluates to true 
at the time of access), or aIwaysAllowed (the condition is always true and the access is 
always permitted). Authorizers will be omitted in the rest of the paper, as they are 
not needed in the discussion. As with accuracy, a function S may be introduced which 
indicates the degree of confidence in the protection of an information item, i,  protected 
against disallowed agents where i may be instanceO:~(e, C, t), attr(e, v, t), etc., such 
that 

Seeureg,[i, agent, condition] ~ S[i, agen% condition] ->s d' 

for some threshold value d'. For instaaace, the requirement for always disallowing junior 

8For a more comprehensive security enforcement, the notion of information flow network has to come 
into the picture where the protection of information items would be expressed in terms of allowing unit 
transmissions between two agents. See [Chung89] for more on this. 
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clerks access to information items in the reimbursement cheque can be stated as: 

Secure[ReimbursementAatt, junior-clerk, a/w~ysDisallowed] 

As with accuracy, goal decomposition methods (GDMs) need to be introduced in order 
to guide refinements during the mapping process. They include: 

• subclass method: For Secure[C, agent,  condi t ion] ,  prove Secure[C,agent, condi t ion]  
A Secure [Ck, agent,  condi t ion]  where k 6 Integer and Ck isA C; 

• derivedInfo method: For Secure [i, agent,  condi t ion]  where i is derived from 
il . . .  i~, n 6 Integer, prove Secure [i, agent ,  condi t ion]  A Secure [ik, agent ,  
condi t ion]  for 1 < k < n. 

• composite method: For Secure [i, agent,  condi t ion] ,  prove SystemSecure [i, agent ,  
condition] (internal security) A PhysicaltySecure [i, agent ,  condition] (external 
security). 

For instance, Secure [Reimbursement^art, j u n i o r - c l e r k ,  alwaysDisallowed] can, via the 
derivedInfo method, be decomposed into (assuming a reimbursement cheque is directly 
obtained from its corresponding expense): 

Secure[Reimbursement^at% junior-clerk, alwaysDisallowe~ 
Secure[Expense^at¢., j tmio r -c l e rk ,  alwaysDisallowed~ 

Security GSMs include authorized-identification (the identification requires the pres- 
ence of external agent to avoid false identification), periodic-reidentification (for lengthy 
sessions, the identity of the agent using the system is periodically re-examined), security- 
auditing (a security auditor carries out a comprehensive examination of information ac- 
cesses to detect security breaches), soft-alarm (access to a sensitive information item is 
reported to a higher authority via computer network), limiting-access-time (to reduce the 
potential for theft, access time is limited), external-security-measure (setting up physical 
barriers and objects such as alarms and locks), disguise (encrypting items, or intentionally 
inserting inaccuracies into information items), etc. 

Cost  Although a full treatment of cost would require a comprehensive study of related 
fields such as cost accounting, linear analysis, etc., at least three components seem to be 
involved in dealing with cost requirement: operation, equipment, and system cost. Oper- 
ation cost involves the cost related to employees such as training cost, salaries, expenses, 
etc. Operation cost may be further refined according to either job positions such as secre- 
tarial, junior, senior, and managerial or job categories such as temporary or permanent. 
Equipment cost stands for the cost of articles or physical resources such as desk, phone, 
etc. System cost stands for the cost related to the usage of the information system such as 
hardware cost for disk, main memory, etc., or software cost for maintaining old expenses, 
allowing frequent queries, generating reports, etc. Assuming that other components axe 
insignificant, formalization of cost may start with: 

cost = operation cost + equipment cost + system cost. 
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The effort to minimize one cost component may adversely affect the overall cost by 
increasing other cost component. For instance, using cheap communication tools for min- 
imizing equipment cost increases the likelihood of errors and subsequent retransmissions 
which increase the operation cost. Conversely, increasing one cost component may signif- 
icantly decrease other cost component. For instance, although the system's maintaining 
old expenses increases the system cost, it may significantly decrease the operational cost 
involved in retrieving old expenses whose voluminous nature may require large amount of 
time and effort by human agents. Besides the component, cost needs to be also consid- 
ered along the temporal avenue: short-term and long-term. An attempt to minimize the 
short-term cost (e.g., by hiring an employee without adequate training, or inexperienced 
temporary clerks) may result in later use of heavy auditing to recover from inaccuracies 
and consequently increase the long-term cost. Thus, the effort to minimize short-term 
cost may adversely affect long-term cost, and vice versa. As more breakdown is performed 
for the cost components, more realistic forecast of cost behavior would be achieved. 

For stating a cost requirement, the most general requirement may be stated as Min- 
imaICost [ent i ty]  9 where e n t i t y  denotes some general concept (not only information 
item) such as company, department, or even some collective operation (e.g., P ro jec t ) .  
For GDMs, we would use methods similar to accuracy GDMs such as derived method, sub- 
set method, etc. For instance, a decomposition of MinimalCost[e] by the derived method 
would be: 

MinimalCost[o] 4- M inimalOperationCost[e]AM inimalOpera~ionCost[e]AM inimaIEquipmen~Cos~[e] 

In turn, each subgoal may be further decomposed. Also, more specialized cost require- 
ments may be stated and decomposed. For instance, MinimalOperationCost[secretary] 
may be stated and, by the subset method, further decomposed into: 

M inimalOperationCost[secrezary] *-- M inimalOperationCost[raember-secretary] A 

M inimalOperationCost[crao-socrezary] 

where secretaries are assumed to work either for members (member-secretary) or for 
the central management office (cmo-secretary) .  

Cost GSMs include limited-training (to reduce operating cost, an insufficient training 
is offered to selected employees), limited-employment (to reduce operating cost, insuffi- 
cient number of employees axe hired), casual-modification (to reduce the short-term cost, 
the number of employees servicing customers is decreased at the expense of increased 
system cost, and direct access to the system is allowed to non-employees), sole-channel- 
communication (to reduce equipment cost, only one communication line is available), 
limiting-equipment-usage (to reduce equipment cost, the use of papers, phones, etc., is 
limited), infrequent-maintenance (to reduce system cost, information system maintenance 
is performed infrequently), etc. 

User-fr iendl iness  Although there is no general agreement about what constitutes user- 
friendliness, there seems to be some criteria for user-friendliness that a large number of 
people tend to agree with. Such criteria, among other things, usually include: 1° prompt- 
ness - -  no undue delay in accepting information items and responding to requests (which 

9From management perspective, [Lee90] considers the goal of minimizing some system cost, expressed 
as MinimizeCosi. 

1°For instance, [Nielseng0] describes "nine usability heuristics" for user interface. 
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would be related to system load and performance that may necessitate the use of multiple 
processors, faster disk drivers with higher capacity, etc.), tolerance against ill-behavior 
- -  no hang-ups against errors, delays, unexpected behavior, etc., guidance (or respon- 
siveness) m providing guidance for correcting errors, generating reminders to cope with 
human forgetfulness, etc., coherence - -  exhibiting a sequence of system responses closely 
related to one another with respect to some principle or criteria n, etc. User-friendliness 
of a system seems to depend strongly upon the type of the users: one type of human 
computer interaction may be favorable to one group of people and yet unfavorable to an- 
other. Nonetheless, promptness, tolerance, guidance, coherence, etc. are expected to play 
dominant role for user-friendliness. Although the exact nature of such concepts awaits 
further research, deriving some GSMs is not defeasible. 

User-friendliness GSMs include prompt-modification (for promptness, modification re- 
quest is immediately met without any external assistance), prompt-identification (for 
promptness, the user identification procedure to access the system is brief), frequent- 
modification (for tolerance, frequent corrections are allowed to cope with human errors 
and carelessness), waived-justification (for tolerance, the absence of proper justifications is 
excused), generating-reminders (for guidance against human forgetfulness), constructing- 
user-model (for coherence, a user-model is constructed to facilitate human-computer in- 
teraction). 

NFRs are correlated to one another via their GSMs either positively supplying one 
another's lack or negatively inducing conflicts. In the absence of their formalizations or any 
concrete work, the discussion below is intended to serve as illustrations for approximate 
relationships among the NFRs above. 

Accu racy  • Securi ty:  Enhancing accuracy either contributes cooperatively to de- 
tecting (security-auditing) security violations or acts incompatibly, in case of intrusion, 
by inducing the right information items to be revealed (i.e., against the disguise method). 
Enhancing security, also, either contributes cooperatively to reducing the chance of false 
information items' permeating the system or acts incompatibly by limiting the number of 
available agents, the type of information items (against cross-examination), or the time 
(limiting-access-time) needed for filtering accurate information items. 

Accu racy  $z Cost: Accuracy GSMs act incompatibly with cost as they require more 
time and higher reliability of employees, the system, and equipment. However, they 
contribute to cost goals by reducing the chance of potentially prohibitive cost for later 
recovery from inaccuracy. Cost GSMs, in general, act negatively for accuracy as they 
limit the use of employees, the system, and equipment. 

Accuracy  &: User-fr iendliness:  Accuracy GSMs would be seen favorably either 
by people such as accuracy auditor and managers, who are responsible for maintaining 
accurate information items or the owners of the information items. However, accuracy 
GSMs either involving external agents or requiring justifications may be seen by other 
parties as cumbersome and the sign of user distrust, thus acting against user-friendliness. 
Since a coherent, responsive, and tolerating human-computer interaction is believed to 
make agents less error-prone (assuming errors tolerated will be corrected by the users), 
user-friendliness GSMs contribute to accuracy goals. On the other hand, they may also 
act negatively for accuracy goals, as system tolerance may induce human carelessness 

nCoherence may be enhanced by constructing user-models. 
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NFR Accuracy Security Cost User-friendliness 
GSM 
for Accuracy: 
confirmation 
validation 
certification 
verification 
cross-examination 
better-information-flow 
for Security: 
periodic-reidentification 
security-anditing 
soft-alarm 
limiting-access-time 
external-security-measure 
disguise 
/or C o s t :  
limited-training 
limited-employment 
casual-modification 
sole-channel-communication 
limiting-equipment-usage 
infrequent-maintenance 
for User-friendliness: 
prompt-modification 
prompt-identification 
frequent-modification 
walved-j ustification 
generating-reminders 
constructing-user-model 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

m 

D 

B 

÷ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

Table 1. Correlation of NFRs with GSMs 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

and consequently errors or omissions of justifications which may not be corrected. 
Correlations between security and cost, security and user-friendliness, and cost and 

user-friendliness axe described in [Chung91b]. Note that the discussion above dealt pri- 
marily with direct relationships between two NFRs rather than indirect ones (E.g., user- 
friendliness may contribute to cost goals by inducing more accurate information items 
which reduce the chance of later recovery attempts). However, the discussion has laid the 
ground to explore various indirect relationships. Table 1 reflects our discussion above. 
The value of each entry should be understood in accordance with the discussion. 

6 I l lu s t ra t ion  

In developing a goal tree for an NFR, decomposition and satisficing methods aid the 
designer in respectively capturing those affected design components and satisficing the 
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Figure 1: The Goal Tree with GDMs for Accurate Monthly Expense Reports 
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decomposed goal. In applying a satisficing method, the designer needs to consider not 
only the goal expressed but other NFI<s that may induce conflicts. In order to foresee and 
resolve potential conflicts, our mapping assistant offers guidelines in terms of the types of 
consultation needed with the users in the application domain. 

Consider again the example of research expense management system of Section 2 and 
assume that Accurate[&MonExpRpt^attributes] is the root node of the goal tree represent- 
ing an accuracy requirement, "all the attributes of &MonExpRpt should be accurate" (In 
what follows, attributes is abbreviated by ar t ) .  The root goal can then be refined using 
the subclass method mentioned in Section 4: 

Accurate[&MonExpl~p~Aatt] +-- Accurate[MonProjExpRptAatt] A Aecurate[MonNtgExpItptAatt] A 

A ccu rate [MonMbrExpRpt ̂ a t t ]  

The result of this decomposition is that Accurate[aMonExpRpt^att] has been decomposed 
^ ^ into three subgoals of Accurate[MonProjExpRpt att] ,  Accurate[MonMtgExpRpt art]  and 

Accurate[MonMbrExpRpt^aZt]. Now each of these subgoals needs to be satisficed. For 
instance, satisficing the subgoal of Accurate[MonProjExpRpt^att] requires that all at- 
tributes of MonProjExpRpt be accurate. At this point, the designer indicates that each 
instance monProjExpRpt in the class MonProjExpRpZ (from here on, assume that the 
argument Accurate is universally quantified) has five attributes: month (mon), project 
(pro j),  total monthly expense (exp), project budget (budg) and remaining project bud- 
get (budgetLeft). Then, the goal of Accurate[monProjExpRpt^ate] is decomposed into: 

Accura~e[monProjExpRpt^att] ~- Accurate[monProjExpRpt.mo~ A Accurate[monProjExpRpt.proj] A 

Accura~e[monProjExpRpt.exp] A Aceurate[monPro jExpRpt.bud~ A 

Aceurate[monPro jExpRpt.budgetLeft] 

Note that the designer, at this point, may choose either to map monProj ExpRpt into TDL 
classes through a dependency-based mapping or to continue to make further refinements 
in order to satisfice the initially posted goal. 

While trying to satisfice the subgoal of Accurate[monProjExpRpt .exp], the designer 
may choose to indicate that monProjExpRpt, exp is derived information, 

Aeeurate[monProjExpI~pt.exp] ~-- CorrectDerivFn[:f,monProjExpRpt.exp] A Aceura~ePararne~ers[f] 

where the formula for the derivation function, f ,  is 

monProj ExpRpt.exp ~- Sum({exp in Expense [ exp.date during monProj ExpRpt.mon and 

exp.proj = monProj ExpRpt,proj }.ECUamount) 

It is then possible to instantiate the derivedInfo decomposition method: 

AceurateParameters[:f] ~-- Aecura~e[{exp... [...}.ECUamount] A Aceura~e[{exp i n  Expense [ . . .}]  A 

Accurate[exp.date] A Aecurate[exp.proj] 

The designer may now choose either to map (via CorrectDesign) the function, f ,  of 
CorrectDerivFn into a function, transaction or script, according to the dependency-based 
mapping methodology described in Section 1, or to continue to make further goa/refine- 
ments dealing with activation conditions, termination conditions, etc. Figure 1 shows 
the results of a dependency-based mapping (mentioned in Section 1) for the derivation 
function, f .  Firstly, f is mapped into a TDL function which is called by the newly 
introduced transaction addMonProjExp that computes monProjExpRpt.exp (as well as 
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the monProj ExpRpt .budgetLeft) for a monPro3 ExpRpt and inserts it (with appropriate 
raon, pro j ,  and budg values) into MonProjExpRpt. Note that, although not shown here, 
addMonProjExp may have pre- and/or postconditions thereby improving the accuracy at- 
tribute of the derived information. Secondly, since monthly project expense summaries 
need to be produced at the end of each month, a script needs to be introduced which 
includes a single transition to be activated at the end of each month. 

Two competing alternatives are foreseen by the designer for exp.date :  the date the 
expense incurred may come from either the expense voucher's (by requiring the members 
to send their vouchers to the central management office), exp .voucher .da te ,  or the 
meeting's in the expense summary (by requiring the secretary to directly include the 
meeting), exp. mtg. when: 

Aecurate[exp.dat.e] ~ Accurate[exp.vouchor.dat.e] V Accurate[exp.mtg.when] 

The designer decides to firstly explore the first alternative, and applies the attribute- 
Selection method: 

Accurate[exp.vouchor.dato] ~ Accurate[exp.voucher] A Accurate[voucher.dat.e] 

Now focus on the refinement of Accurate [exp. voucher]. Every information item in 
the information system is either received from an external agent or derived from what 
already resides within the system n. The designer indicates that no further decomposi- 
tion is needed for exp. voucher. Instead, it should be received. Then, all the received 
information items for exp.voucher,  Rec (exp .voucher),  have to be accurate. Further, 
accuracy of received information items depend on accurate initial creation and correct- 
ness, GorrectTransmission, of subsequent transmissions from the creator to the receiver 
(now the information system). Unfortunately, ensuring that the creation and transmission 
of an information item is accurate is in many cases costly and impractical. Accordingly, 
the designer may choose to resign himself to using several satisficing methods for Accu- 
rate[Rec (exp. voucher)]. Clearly, using more methods leads to increased confidence that 
the information maintained by the system is indeed accurate. That is, 

Aeeun~te[exp.voucher] ~- confirmation(exp.voucher) V---V auditing(exp.voucher) 

The designer indicates that no methods except the verification method is applica- 
ble. Now suppose, as in Figure 2, that a security requirement was considered earlier: 
reimbursements should not be revealed to junior clerks, i.e., Secure [Reimbursement^art, 
j u n i o r - c l e r k ,  alwaysDisallowed]. Reimbursements are based upon expenses. Accord- 
ing to the previous section, satisficing a security requirement implies satisficing both the 
information system security (internal security) and the physical security (external secu- 
rity): 

Seeure[ExpenseAatt, junior-clerk, alwaysDisallowed] ~- 
PhysicallySecure [VoucherAazt, junior-clerk, alwaysDisallowed] A 
Systerr~Secure[VoucherAatt, junior-clerk, alwaysDisallowed] 

nThe system clock *nay be viewed as an external agent. 
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A [expAate] 
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confirmation [exp.mtg] 

U 
cnquim(confinncr, exp.mtg ) 

A[exp.mtg.when] 

A [mtg.when] 

reccive(confirmer, exp.mtg ) 

Figure 2: The Failure of Satisficing Accurate Expense Voucher 

However, in using the verification method, the designer indicates that a junior-clerk 
should be used as a verifier: 

veri fication[exp.vouchor] 

A vail able& Rel i abl e[v e r i f  i or] 

Available[veri f ier]  

~- Available&t~eliable[verifYer] A 

emquire (ver i f i er ,  exp.voucher) A receive(. . .)  

*- Available[veri f ier] A Reliable[veri f ier]  

~- Avai lable[ junior-c lerk]  

Since the security goal prohibits the access of any junior clerk to expense voucher, a 
junior cannot be used as a verifier. However, since junior-clerks are tile only candidate, 
no verifier would be available, and hence no verification: 

-~ Ava i lab le[ jun ior -c l  ork] -+ . . . --. -~ veri f ication[oxp.voucher] 

Thus, the designer has encountered a conflict. He or she can either accept exp. voucher 
without any positive method employed or backtrack to where some alternative can be 
sought after. Note that in order for Accurate [exp.vouch'er.date], both 
Accurate [exp. voucher] and Accurate [voucher. date] have to be satisficed. Since Accu- 
rate [exp. voucher] cannot be satisficed, regardless of whether Accurate [voucher. date] 
can be satisficed, Accurate [exp.voucher] cannot be satisficed with the first selection. 
Thus, any attempt to further decompose Accurate [exp. voucher] would be futile. 

Since the selection of exp. voucher .date has turned out to be inappropriate for Ac- 
curate [exp.date], the designer next considers an alternative decomposition for Accurate 
[exp.mtg. when] to which attributeSelection method is applied: 

Accurate[exp.mtg.when] ,-- Aecurate[exp.mtg] h Accurate[rats.when ] 

For Accurate [exp.mtg], as shown in Figure 3, the designer has firstly chosen ttle confir- 
mation method (intermediate steps are omitted) without encountering any conflict: 

Aceura~e[exp.mtg] . . . . .  con f irmation[exp.mtg] 
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i 

~)  Available [junior-clerk] 

F!gure 3: Alternative Selection for Expense Date 

While trying to employ another method, a validation method, for satisficing Accurate 
[exp.mtg], the designer encounters a conflict due to an earlier effort to satisfice a cost 
requirement. As seen in Figure 4, the requirement was to minimize the operation cost of 
secretaries, which was decomposed into: 

MinimalOperat ionCost[secretary]  ~ MinimalOperat ionCost[member-secre tary]  A 

M inimalOperat ionCost[cmo-secretary]  

For minimizing the operation cost for the secretaries of members, it was decided that no 
training would be offered: 

MinimalOperationCost[raember-secrotary] ~ no-~raining(merabor-secrotaxy)  

However, without proper training, member secretaries are deemed unreliable (i.e., --, 
Reliable  [member-secretary]). Thus, due to the tack of reliable member secretaries, the 
validation method cannot be used for satisficing Accurate [exp. mtg]. That is, 

-~ Reliable[member-secretary] ~ ...--+ -~ validation[exp.mtg] 

Nonetheless, a third method, a certification method, introduces no further conflict (i.e., 
succeeds) where the manager of the accounting department in the central management 
office (cmo-acct-mgr) is assigned the role of the certificr. Thus, as sccn in Figure 5, two 
methods are used for Accurate [exp.mtg]: 

Accurate[exp.mtg] <---... ~ con firmation[exp.ratg] V certi fication[exp.mtg] 

Note that the two methods above are temporarily successful: although no conflict has 
been encountered for their fully decomposed subgoals, some later attempt to satisficc 
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Figure 4: Temporarily Successful Methods for Accurate Meeting of Expense 
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Figure 5: Opportunistic Method for Accurate Time of Meeting 
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other goals may necessitate retracting any of the two methods. In fact, the next example 
illustrates how the certification method gets retracted. Since the first subgoal of satisficing 
Accurate [exp. mtg. when] is successful, the designer now moves on to the second subgoal of 
Accurate [mtg. when]. The designer tries a certification method by assigning crao-acct-mgr 
to the role of the certifier: 

Accura~e[mtg.when] , - - . . .~ -  validation[ratg.when] ~ . . . . -  Avaitabte[cmo-acct-ragr] 

However, the designer realizes that cmo-acct-ragr cannot do the certification of both 
exp.mtg and mtg.when due to his or her limited time. In other words, the concept of 
opportunity cost brings a conflict. In resolving the conflict, the designer gives a higher 
priority to Accurate [mtg. when] than Accurate [exp. ratg]. Thus, the use of crao-acct-mgr 
as the certifier for exp.mtg is denied, and, hence, the certification method is no longer 
applicable for satisficing Accurate [exp .ratg]. 

The designer now tries a consisiency-checking method for satisficing Accurate [mtg. when]: 

Accurate[ratg.when] ~ consisteney-cheeking(mtg.when) 
consistcncy-checking(mtg.when) ~ CorrectFunction[~,ratg.when] A AccurateParameters[~] 

AccurateParameters[f] ~-- Accurate[t.oday] A Accurate[mtg.proj.terrainationDay] 

where the consistency checking function, $, is given as: 

(today before mtg.when) and (mtg.when before mtg.proj.terminationDay) 

Note that the consistency checking method is partially successful: although no conflict 
has been encountered for the subgoals, the subgoals (e.g., Accurate [today]) are not yet 
fully decomposed; in further decomposition, some conflict may arise. 

The success (or lack thereof) of goal satisficing methods relies on the cooperation 
between the system and agents in the environment. Overall responsibility for accuracy 
is vested in the accuracy auditor, who contributes to the procedure manual 13, which is 
initially drafted which is initially drafted during the design process. The manual indicates 
policies that the agents in the environment should obey in order to satisfice the subgoals 
selected. It affects the organizational structure and the interaction between the system 
and agents during usage of the system. For instance, if a verification method is selected, 
the procedure manual indicates that a member must transfer his expense information 
to the information system and to the central management office which will enter the 
same information into the information system. The effect of this procedure is to open 
communication channels between the member, the system, and the office. Especially 
when few methods are selected, the manual indicates the duties of agents in satisficing 
the non-selected ones. 

7 Method  Compos i t ion  

In a goal tree expansion, the application of goal decomposition methods (GDMs) to a 
goal results in producing either conjunctive or disjunctive subgoals. For instance, in Fig- 
ure 1, the subclass method decomposed Accurate [MonExpRpt^att] into the conjunctive 

lain acquiring formal requirements from possibly inconsistent or ambiguous informal descriptions, 
[l'£eubenstein90] recognizes the need for generating documents, which in spirit is similar to our procedure 
manual. 
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subgoals of Accurate [MonMtgExpRpt^att], Accurate [MonMbrExpRpt^att], and Accurate 
[MonProjExpRpt^att]), while the derivedInfo method decomposed Accurate [exp.date] 
into disjunctive subgoals of Accurate [exp. voucher .da te ]  and Accurate [exp.mtg.when]. 
Also, many GSMs may be applied to a goal. Then, after some conflict-inducing GSMs 
are discarded, other GSMs remain under consideration as successful. For instance, after 
validation and certification methods are discarded, the successful confirmation method 
stays for Accurate [exp. mtg]. If only one method remains, its type would solely determine 
whether the goal is either positively or negatively satisficed. However, rarely would only 
one method remain. Instead, more than two methods, which are not mutually exclusive 
(thus not mutually contradictory) may be applied to a goal. For instance, in Figure 5, cer- 
tification, consistency-checking, waived-justification, and frequent-modification methods 
were collectively applied to Accurate [mtg.when]. 

Can we determine, either individually in isolation or  relative to alternative goal trees, 
the strength or weakness of each goal tree (or less meaningfully, each design as a whole) ? 
Below we present a scheme that  answers the question. With respect to a stated accuracy 
requirement, the initial (root) goal, without any GSM applied, starts as neutral, may be 
decomposed into subgoals, and changes its status as more GSMs are added. When the 
goal and all of its subgoals axe (recursively) fully decomposed, a variety of GSMs would 
have been applied to the fully decomposed leaves. Our scheme consists of two steps, the 
first for combining GSMs and the second for subgoals of GDMs. When repeatedly applied 
to the nodes from the bottom leaves, going upwards, until the stated root goal is reached, 
our scheme determines the bias of the goal tree for or against the root goal: 

S t e p  

S t ep  

1 Composition of GSMs: According to the table 14 below, repeatedly combine GSMs, 
two at a time. The consequence is that  a goal is positively-biased (+) if only +GSMs 
are applied, negatively-biased (-) if only -GSMs are applied, neutral (0) if no GSM 
is applied, or  unknown (?) if at least one + and one - GSM are applied. 

2 Composition of subgoals of GDM: Determine the bias for each goal by tak- 
ing the minimum and maximum element respectively of conjunctive and disjunc- 
tive subgoals where  the minimum and maximum element is based on the order: 
+ >~ 0 >~ _.is 

subgoall - 0 + ? 
subgoal2 

0 
+ 
? 

? ? 

- 0 + ? 
? + + 
? ? ? ? 

Table 2. The Cumulative Effect of Two Subgoals 

14It is interesting to note that our table, originally motivated by the additive table in qualitative 
reasoning [AI84] is symbolically comparable to the error algebra for integers proposed in [Wetherel182] 
for dealing with the propagatory effect of negative, positive, and unknown underflow and overflow. 

15When one of the subgoals is ?, the rule of conjunction is: + A ? --* ?; 0 A ? --* ?; and - A ? ~ -. 
The rule of disjunction is: + V ? --* +; 0 V ? --* 0 V ?; and - V ? -~ ?. However, the composition of 
disjunctive subgoals is not very meaningful, as a final design can take only one of the disjunc~. 
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For instance, when certification (+), consistency-checking (+), waived-justification (-), 
and frequent-modification (-) methods are all applied to Accurate [mtg. when], as in Figure 
5, Accurate [mtg. when], by the first step, becomes an unknown goal (assuming consistency- 
checking method does not induce any conflict). Thus, at least this example illustrates that 
the composition rules in the table correctly captures our intuition for combining GSMs: 
certification or consistency-checking may or may not significantly improve the accuracy 
of received mtg. when, when the received mtg. when is associated with waived-justification 
(even when the time is too close or far ahead) or frequent-modification (the quality of 
the secretary, channel, or medium involved in the transmission may be poor). Then, 
Accurate [exp.ratg.when] would also become an unknown goal as, by the second step, 
the composition of Accurate [mtg.when] (unknown) and Accurate [exp.mtg] (positively- 
biased) results in unknown. The process can be repeated until the root goal of Accurate 
[MonExpRpt^att] is reached. 

The above rules basically categorize each and every goal (or subgoal) into four classes of 
positively-biased, neutral, negatively-biased, and unknown goals, and ultimately partition 
a~ design spaces into the four classes (although their utility may be uncertain). The rules 
in the table are concise at the expense of non-discernability within categories. In other 
words, the relative goodness of any two goals in the same class is not directly derivable 
from the rules per se. However, within each class of design, a partial order exists (e.g., a 
goal with two +GSMs and one -GSM may be better than one with one +GSM and one 
-GSM, although both belong to unknown class). [Chungglb] offers rules for determining 
the relative strength or weakness of some type of class members. 

Note that the rules above, plus the correlation table in Section 5, would be the basis 
for predicting the effect of using a GSM during a design process. In the presence of many 
goals and their GDMs and GSMs, the rules, although somewhat crude, are often expected 
to be highly beneficial. 

8 C o n c l u s i o n  

This paper proposes a novel framework for representing non-functionM requirements 
(NFRs) and utilizing them in generating designs for large information systems. Accuracy 
has been taken as an example of an NFR. With the premise that accuracy is an inherent 
semantic attribute of information, this paper takes a first step towards establishing a rep- 
resentational basis for accuracy: (i) The notion of accuracy is relegated to a qualitative 
function whose evaluation depends on the environmental situation, which in turn deter- 
mines the feasibility of using accuracy-related satisficing methods. This provides evidence 
for the thesis that consultation among agents in the environment and designers is needed 
to produce more accurate designs; (ii) By allowing the user to be indefinite about an NFR 
measure (here, a partial order for the accuracy measures) thus reflecting the difficulty in- 
volved in providing a definitive measure for an NFR, our scheme is flexible enough to be 
applicable to several NFR types; (iii) Close association of the accuracy predicate with a 
small number of basic modelling primitives enables the full utilization of the power of our 
requirements specification (or knowledge representation) language, hence facilitating the 
requirements-capturing process. 

Treating accuracy requirements as potentially conflicting goals, our goal-oriented 
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methodology offers: methods for decomposing goals in terms of affected design compo- 
nents, and methods for satisficing goals which contribute (positively or negatively) to goal 
satisfaction. Advantages of our methodology are: (i) The two types of methods guide the 
process of mapping functional requirements into designs formally and systematically, thus 
avoiding an inconsistent design; (ii) The table of correlations for some'NFRs in terms 
of their satisficing methods acts as the basis for detecting and resolving conflicts during 
the design process; (iii) Then, the rules of composition in conjunction with the correla- 
tion table enables predicting the effect of each design decision and assessing the quality of 
overall design; (iv) By making recommendations for the designer in terms of the types of 
consultation needed with users in the intended application domain, the framework aids 
the designers in making decisions in each application of the methods and allows the users 
to express the feasibility of the decisions in the mapping process; (v) Justifying the overall 
design is straightforward since the relationships among different parts of a design can be 
easily compiled in terms of the two types of methods, and the responsibility (possibly 
recorded in the procedure manual) can be traced to those users who participated in the 
mapping process. 

Long-term extensions to our work would include adding facilities to: (i) allow the users 
to express, when available and appropriate, approximate accuracy measurements (e.g., 
statistics-based measures), and (ii) fully distinguish two designs within the same class 
(i.e., positively- or negatively- biased, or unknown) with respect to their performance for 
accuracy. For the former, a much deeper theory would have to be developed to remedy 
the deficiencies caused by our partial and approximate formalization of accuracy. For the 
latter, a scheme is needed to marry quantitative and qualitative representations and their 
reasoning. 

Future plans include the provision of a control structure for the mapping assistant, 
which would involve investigating schemes for relating decision's, positive or negative, 
made for different types of goals, and efficient backtracking when conflicts arise. Finally, 
we need a prototype implementation to refine our framework, serve as an experimenta- 
tional instrument for discoverying improvement, and act as a nucleus on which to grow 
other components of information system design. 
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